
Seond round

1. The hyperbolas with equations xy = 1 and xy = −1 are drawn on the same set of oordinate axes. Prove that

if the intersetion of a irle of radius R entred at the origin with the hyperbolas form the vertex set of a regular

polygon then the area of the polygon is equal to R4
.

2. Find the real numbers x, y, z, t satisfying the following simultaneous equation and inequality:

x+ y + z =
3

2
,

√
4x− 1 +

√

4y − 1 +
√
4z − 1 ≥ 2 + 3

√

t−2.

3. Let f(x) denote a real valued funtion de�ned on the set of real numbers di�erent from 0 and 1. Determine the

funtion f(x), suh that the equation

f(x) + kx2f

(

1

x

)

=
x

x+ 1

is satis�ed by every x in its domain, where k is a onstant with 0 < k2 6= 1. For what elements x in the domain is

f(x) = 0?

4. Let OA denote the point where the bisetor of the interior angle at vertex A of a triangle ABC �rst intersets

the insribed irle. Obtain the points OB and OC similarly, on the interior angle bisetors from B and C. Let kA be

the irle about OA, tangent to AB and CA. Similarly, let kB denote the irle about OB touhing BC and AB and

let kC denote the irle about OC touhing CA and BC.

Prove that the three lines di�erent from the sides of the triangle that touh two of the irles kA, kB, kC externally

are onurrent.

Third (�nal) round

1. The exirle touhing the side AB of a triangle ABC touhes AB at P and the extension of AC at Q. The

exirle drawn to side BC touhes the extension of AC at U and the extension of AB at X .

Prove that the intersetion of the lines PQ and UX is equidistant from the lines AB and BC.

2. Is there an n-sided polygon in whih the number of aute angles is

n2 − 30n+ 236?

3. Let n be a �xed integer greater than 1. Find real numbers x1, x2, . . . , xn suh that

x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn = 2(n− 1),

(x1 − 1)2 + (x2 − 1)2 + · · ·+ (xn − 1)2 = n,

and xn is as large as possible.

Shools with advaned mathematis programme

First round

1. Let a = 1 +
√
5. Evaluate (4− a) ·

√
2 + a · 3

√
a · 6

√
3a+ 4.

2. ABCD is a trapezium with parallel sides AB and CD. Let E and F be interior points on the sides AD and

BC, respetively. Show that if the lines AF and EC are parallel then so are the lines EB and DF .

3. Given that the representation of a ertain power of two onsists of idential digits in a partiular number system,

prove that the representation has at most two digits.

4. Is there a non-onstant polynomial with integer oe�ients that assigns a value of the form k! to every positive

integer (where k is a positive integer)?

5. Determine the expeted value of the seond largest number drawn in lottery in whih 5 numbers are drawn

at random from 1 to 90 inlusive. [The expeted value: Consider the seond largest number in every possible set of

numbers drawn, and take their arithmeti mean. (A ertain number is ounted as many times as it ours as seond

largest number in the di�erent draws.)℄
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Seond (�nal) round

1. Eah xi out of the numbers x1, x2, . . . , xn (n ≥ 1) equals the sum of the squares of the remaining numbers xj .

Determine all possible suh sequenes of n numbers.

2. Selet an interior point on eah side of a parallelogram. Prove that the perimeter of the quadrilateral determined

by the four points is at least twie as long as the shorter diagonal of the parallelogram.

3. Find a subset H of the set of positive integers that has the following two properties:

(i) every su�iently large positive integer an be expressed as a sum of at most 100 (not neessarily di�erent)

elements of H ;

(ii) 2002 is the smallest number k, suh that every su�iently large positive integer an be expressed as a sum of

exatly k (not neessarily di�erent) elements of H .
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